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	Quote 35: Who are you to judge the life I live? I know I'm not perfect and I don't live to be- but before you start pointing fingers, make sure your hands are clean!                                                                          -Bob Marley
	Student Name 35: Leah Lorraine Reid 
	School Name 35: Virginia Union University
	Year and Major 35: Sophomore,  English Major 
	Email Contact 35: Leah.L.Reid@gmail.com 
	Brief Bio 35: Hello, my name is Leah Lorraine Reid! I am a 19 year old college student from Mount Vernon, New York. I am proud to say that I attend the hollowed grounds and dear old walls of Virginia Union University (VUU). At VUU I am a member of Superior high Rank Dance Team, I sing in the university choir, I am a tutor, and I currently have a 3.7 gpa which I am striving to improve during the next two semesters. Ever since I was younger my parents instilled in me a drive to always try my best to be the best. It was always unacceptable to settle for being average, or as my mother liked to put it, mediocre. I was also taught that having a defeatist attitude toward things will not get you to where you really want to be, which is why I believe I can do any and everything I set my mind to.
	Post Graduation Plans 35: Prior to enrolling in Virginia Union University, I did not know what it was that I wanted to do when I get older much less what I wanted to major in. Once I got to school, I decided that I wanted to major in English and I am contemplating minoring in Mass Communications. I must admit that I do not yet know what I want career wise but I find myself narrowing down my options more and more as time passes. After I graduate I would like to intern for a year in a field of my choosing and at the close of that year I would enroll in graduate school to earn my masters so that I may open up the door to more possibilities and opportunities. If I know nothing else, the one thing I know without a doubt is that I will be successful with whatever it is that I choose. 
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